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Finishing of DFIC6622001 

 

Abstract 

 This project sought to finish DFIC6622001, the terminal 45 kb of the Drosophila 

ficusphila dot chromosome. The initial project contained 167 high quality discrepancies, 109 

mononucleotide runs in low coverage regions, and thirteen low consensus quality regions, but 

contained no gaps. The primary challenge of this project was the large number of misaligned and 

mismapped reads due to the numerous low coverage and repeat regions present in the region. 

The final assembly has all mononucleotide runs resolved and is ready for annotation.   

 

Introduction 

Interphase DNA can be broadly categorized into euchromatin or heterochromatin based 

on its level of compaction. Euchromatin is less condensed chromatin typically found on 

chromosome arms and is generally accessible for transcription and gene rich. Heterochromatin is 

more condensed chromatin, typically found in centromeres and telomeres, and is associated with 

gene silencing. This semester we are studying the Drosophila dot chromosome (Muller F 

element) due to its unique feature of being almost entirely heterochromatic, yet still containing 

many actively transcribed genes. Investigating how genes in a heterochromatic environment are 

expressed may reveal new insights concerning the role sequence characteristics and 

organizational features play in gene expression. Our long term goal is to identify regulatory 

elements in the F element of Drosophila ficusphila, which we can compare with data from other 
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Drosophila species to look for conserved motifs. D. ficusphila was chosen to be analyzed 

because it has an ideal evolutionary distance from D. melanogaster for comparing regulatory 

motifs between species. 

The DNA sequence data we are using was initially generated using Roche 454 

technology, which produced a version 1 assembly. However, this initial assembly has many 

consensus errors in regions with long mononucleotide runs (MNRs) due to a limitation of 454 

sequencing technology, specifically its ability to accurately determine the length of long MNRs. 

To improve the quality of the sequencing data, the genome was subsequently sequenced using 

Illumina technology. Illumina sequencing does not have a problem with MNRs, but does suffer 

from shorter read lengths, which increases the probability of mismapping. The reads obtained 

from the Illumina sequencing were mapped back to the assembly generated by 454 technology 

and the consensus sequence was reconciled to be consistent with the new Illumina reads, 

generating a version 2 assembly. While the version 2 assembly fixed many of the MNR regions, 

there are still many errors present. The primary goal of this finishing project is to correct any 

errant MNR regions using the additional Illumina data and to call for additional sequencing 

reactions as needed. 

 

Initial Assembly 

The initial Assembly View (Figure 1) showed a single contig of approximately 45000 

bases with a number of repetitious sequences and discrepant mate pairs present. All of the 

discrepant mate pairs fall in regions that are part of a repetitious sequence. Because our project 

focuses on the genes, this class of discrepant reads were not fixed. The initial assembly also 

contained thirteen low quality consensus regions, 167 highly discrepant regions, but no gaps. 
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Figure 1: Initial assembly view of DFIC6622001. Orange and black lines indicate the presence 
of repetitious sequences. Red lines indicate discrepant forward-reverse pairs.  
 

High Quality Discrepancies 

High quality discrepancies (HDQ) were found by searching the main contig for positions 

with at least three high quality (Phred >30) reads that differ from the main contig. The primary 

objective when searching highly discrepant positions was to find erroneous mononucleotide runs 

(MNR) in the consensus sequence that needed to be corrected, which could be done using high 

quality Illumina data. The initial search showed 167 HQDs. 

Of the 167 HQDs, 130 did not correspond to a mononucleotide run, but rather were the 

result of a small number of reads being discrepant, while an overwhelming majority of reads 

supported the consensus. These regions were not further analyzed as the data presented clearly 

supported the consensus sequence. The remaining 37 HQDs corresponded to MNRs or 

ambiguous bases and were analyzed further. 

Thirty-two of the HQDs corresponded to errors resulting from MNRs; analysis resulted in 

22 corrections to the consensus sequence (Supplementary Table 1). Errors in MNR regions are 

common due to the limitations of the 454 sequencing used to generate the initial assembly; the 

Illumina data was needed to accurately determine the correct number of bases in a 

mononucleotide run. Many of the corrections to the consensus sequence involving 
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mononucleotide runs were straightforward adjustments, as all of the Illumina data was in 

agreement. Figure 2 shows a typical MNR where almost all of the high quality Illumina reads 

support changing the consensus sequence from 11 to 12 T’s. While a few of the Illumina reads 

did not support changing the consensus to 12 T’s, the contradictory bases that differed from the 

majority of Illumina reads were low quality due to being at the end of the reads. Therefore these 

reads were discounted.  

A common problem encountered when correcting HQDs associated with MNRs was 

misalignment of the Illumina reads as shown in Figure 3. This problem arose because the 454 

sequencing technology used to generate the version 1 assembly often had errors in the MNR 

regions, which would cause the Illumina data that was later added to be misaligned by Consed. 

MNR regions associated with misaligned Illumina reads were resolved using a similar method of 

comparing the high quality Illumina reads to the consensus sequence, and determining whether 

the Illumina data supports the consensus. However, it was important to manually count the 

number of bases in a MNR in the misaligned Illumina reads, as reads that initially appeared to be 

different often supported the same consensus sequence. The region shown in Figure 3 illustrates 

this critical technique. Five of the Illumina reads are misaligned on the right end of the reads and 

three of the Illumina reads are misaligned on the left end of the reads. However, both sets of 

Illumina reads contain 9A’s and 9T’s, which supported the addition of an A and a T to the 

corresponding monoA and monoT runs in the consensus. 
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Figure 2: Typical MNR region. The Illumina data indicates a T needs to be added to the 
consensus. The blue box contains Illumina reads that show the missing T at the end of the MNR 
and the orange box contains Illumina reads that show the missing T at the beginning of the MNR 
run. Note that the sequence represented is the same in both. The red boxes highlight Illumina 
reads that disagree with the consensus but are likely to incorrect due to the low quality bases at 
the end of each read.  
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Figure 3: MNR with misaligned sequences. The yellow box highlights the alignment of the 
TATT sequence prior to the monoA run and the blue box highlights the alignment of the TCT 
sequence that follows the monoT run.  
 

There were five HQDs remaining that were not associated with a MNR, but required 

further analysis due to a high number of reads being discrepant with the consensus sequence. All 

five of these HQDs were located within repeat regions, which were tagged prior to receiving the 

project. Repeat regions are challenging to analyze because it is common for reads to be 

mismapped due to very similar repeats being present across the entire genome.  

Region 14198-14201 (Figure 4) was a particularly difficult region that I was unable to 

resolve due to multiple discrepancies between reads. The consensus sequence immediately 

following a long monoT and prior to the AGTAAAT sequence was CTAC. Illumina reads 

mapped to this region, however, mostly supported changing the consensus to TCAC or TTAC. 

However, the 454 data mapped to this region supported the consensus, CTAC, or the sequence 

CTACT. Due to the longer read length of 454 reads when compared to Illumina reads, it is more 

likely that the 454 reads are mapped to the correct location of the genome. Additionally, even 
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though the region immediately follows a monoT run, the region of interest is not a part of the 

MNR and therefore the 454 reads are likely to be reliable. As a result, I decided not to change the 

consensus at this site based on the evidence that most of the 454 data supported the consensus 

sequence. A DataNeeded tag was not added to this location despite the ambiguity because this 

region is within a repeat, and determining the precise sequence of each repeat region is not 

essential for our research goal of searching for regulatory motifs. The high quality discrepancy at 

bases 14487, 41739, and 42340 were also in repeat regions and not associated with a MNR. All 

three of these regions contained reads supporting two different consensus sequences, but similar 

to region 14198-14201, the data did not support changing the consensus sequence.  

 

Figure 4: Ambiguous sequence following a long monoT run in a repeat region. Reads boxed in 
blue show TCAT at the end of the monoT run, reads boxed in yellow show TTAC at the end of 
the monoT run, and reads boxed in red show CTAC and CTACT at the end of the monoT run.  
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The large number of discrepant reads at HQD sites 14198-14201 and 14487 prompted me 

to revisit these sites after finishing the remainder of the project. Closer analysis of this region in 

assembly view (Figure 5) revealed that the region from 14.5 to 15 kb has a low number of 

paired-end reads and a high number of discrepant mate pairs. In addition, CrossMatch indicates 

that this is a repetitious region. Thus, the data suggests that there may be a tandem array in this 

region. As discussed in the lab meeting, the cost of additional sequencing reactions in a region 

such as this one typically exceeds the potential benefits. Therefore, most researchers do not order 

additional sequencing reactions for this type of region. Moreover, our research question does not 

depend on accurate sequences of repeat regions. As a result, no additional primers were ordered. 

   

Figure 5: Assembly view of region from 14 to 15kb. Paired-end reads are shown in blue and 
discrepant mate pairs are shown in red.  
 

However, I did design a potential primer pair for additional sequencing of the 14.5-15 kb 

region as practice because in other circumstances it may make sense to order additional 

sequencing. I used Consed to search for primer pairs that would cover the 14.5-15 kb region 

which generated the following results (Figure 6). Finding an appropriate primer for this region 
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was difficult because almost the entire consensus sequence from 12-15 kb consists of repeat 

regions. The only left primer not entirely located within a repeat region was the one from bases 

13805-13827, which is seen in pairs 7,8,13, and 14. Although this left primer was not ideal due 

to the high AT content, it was the only primer not fully contained in a repeat region. Pair 14 was 

chosen and tagged in Consed via comment tags for the left and right primers but upon further 

thought pair 7 or 8 would be a better choice due to the right primer being closer to the region of 

interest. 

 

Figure 6: Potential PCR primer pairs generated by Consed for the region 14.5-15kb. Pair 14 
(highlighted) was ultimately chosen for the submitted file but pair 7 or 8 may have been a better 
choice. 

 

One final region of interest is at base 41362 (Figure 7), located near the the end of the 

chromosome, a region which has low coverage and is associated with a repeat. This region is 

unique because none of the reads support the consensus sequence. Therefore, the consensus was 

changed from * to a T based on 6 of the 7 reads mapped to that site supporting a T at position 

41362. 
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Figure 7: Base 42362, which is not supported by any of the 454 or Illumina reads. The read 
boxed in blue corresponds to a user-generated assembly piece generated to help break the 
original assembly up into 100 kb projects.  
 

Low Coverage Regions 

 Only searching regions with 3 or more HQDs may potentially leave out MNRs that need 

to be corrected in regions that do not contain a high number of reads. Thus, regions of low 

coverage (<40 reads) were also searched for MNRs of five or more bases in order to screen for 

MNRs that need further analysis. MNRs found in regions of low coverage (109 instances) were 

closely inspected using the same process as described for MNRs found in HQDs (Supplementary 

Table 2), which resulted in 4 changes to the consensus sequence.  

 One of the MNRs that was corrected, a monoT run at 19266-19272 (Figure 8), was 

notable because no Illumina reads spanned the MNR region. Therefore, the only option was to 

use the 454 data to determine the most likely consensus. Of the sixteen 454 reads covering the 

monoT run, 10 supported changing the consensus from 5 T’s to 7 T’s. Moreover, 454 sequencing 

generally scores too few rather than too many nucleotides. As a result, the consensus was 

changed to include 7 T’s in the consensus based on the 454 data because there were no high 

quality Illumina reads in this region. A DataNeeded tag was not added as this MNR is in a repeat 

region. 
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Figure 8: MNR at site 19266-19272. This is a low coverage region, supported only by 454 reads.  
 

 The search for MNRs in low consensus quality regions also yielded a particularly 

challenging region around 5980-6020 (Figure 9). This was a repeat region with many potentially 

misaligned or mismapped Illumina reads. A number of discrepant Illumina reads were pulled out 

of the main contig either because of discrepancies at sites 5989 and 5992 or due to potential 

discrepancies to the right of the monoA run. 

 

Figure 9: Region 5980-6020. The reads highlighted in purple on the left were removed from the 
contig. Reads boxed in red were removed due to discrepancies at bases 5989 and 5993. 
 
 The removed reads formed three contigs with 1, 5, and 8 reads. I used CrossMatch to 

check if the contigs with 5 and 8 reads (contigs 2006623 and 2006625 respectively) mapped 

back to the main contig. Both were found to potentially map back to the region from which they 
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were pulled (Figure 10). These results were more closely examined by comparing each contig 

back to the consensus sequence. Figure 11 shows the Compare Contig window for the contig 

with five reads revealing zero discrepancies; therefore it was mapped back. In contrast, Figure 12 

shows the Compare Contig window for the contig with eight reads which has six discrepancies, 

some of which do not correspond to mononucleotide runs. It is likely that the reads in this contig 

were mismapped; therefore this contig was not mapped back. After removal of mismapped reads, 

region 5980-6020 (Figure 13) had a monoA run of seventeen bases in the consensus sequence. 

Six Illumina reads spanned the length of the monoA run, four supported a consensus of a twenty-

one base monoA run, and two support a consensus of a 20 base monoA run. In the absence of 

additional information, four A’s were added to the consensus to reflect the majority of the 

Illumina data. While the region is still ambiguous, a DataNeeded tag was not added due to this 

region being in a repeat and thus being difficult to resolve, and of low interest. 

 

Figure 10: CrossMatch results for two of the contigs containing the reads pulled out from the 
5980-6020 region. Both were found to map back to the original region they were pulled from. 
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Figure 11: Compare contig window for the contig with 5 reads. This contig was mapped back. 
 

 

Figure 12: Compare contig window for the contig with 8 reads. This contig was not mapped 
back. 
 

 

Figure 13: Bases 5980-6020 after mismapped reads were removed. Red boxes highlight Illumina 
reads that support a monoA run of 21 bases and blue boxes highlight Illumina reads that support 
a monoA run of 20 bases. Note that the first highlighted read appears to be discrepant to the 
consensus sequence to the left of the monoA run, but this is simply a misalignment. 
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Low Consensus Quality 

 As a final check, the main contig was searched for bases with low consensus quality 

(Phred <30). Thirty two regions of low consensus quality were identified (Supplementary Table 

3) but no changes were made to the consensus. Thirty of these regions were associated with 

reads not being properly aligned after the region was previously corrected. The remaining two 

regions of low consensus quality were in the first and last 2.5 kb of the contig and were simply 

the result of low coverage, which is expected to occur at either end of a contig. 

 

Final Assembly 

 The Assembly View of the final contig (Figure 14) looks largely the same as the original 

contig because no gaps were joined, nor was the contig torn during this finishing project. 

However, the consensus sequence for all of the MNRs has been checked and adjusted as needed. 

A detailed summary of all changes to the consensus sequence can be found in Figure 15. While 

the final assembly still has some unresolved regions, notably the 14.5-15 kb region (associated 

with a repeat and a large number of inconsistent mate pairs), these regions are unlikely to affect 

annotation. Therefore, the finishing project of DFIC6622001 is complete and DFIC6622001 is 

ready for annotation.  

 

Figure 14: Final assembly view 
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Changes to consensus sequence 

Contig Position Change Source of data 

6006626 5344-5355 +T Illumina 

6006626 299-304 -A Illumina 

6006626 5993-6013 +AAAA Illumina 

6006626 6128-6139 +A Illumina 

6006626 7797-7811 +A Illumina 

6006626 8921-8930 +T Illumina 

6006626 14804-14811 +A Illumina 

6006626 15852-15861 +T Illumina 

6006626 17414-17425 +TT Illumina 

6006626 17624-17633 +T Illumina 

6006626 17730-17739 +A Illumina 

6006626 17892-17900 +A Illumina 

6006626 17901-17909 +T Illumina 

6006626 18312-18318 +A Illumina 

6006626 18321-18330 +T Illumina 

6006626 19205-19210 +T Illumina 

6006626 19266-19272 +TT 454 only 

6006626 19283-19287 +A Illumina 

6006626 21117-21126 +T Illumina 

6006626 21189-21201 +T Illumina 

6006626 21370-21376 +T Illumina 

6006626 22110-22114 +T Illumina + 454 

6006626 23176-23182 +G Illumina 

6006626 32672-32679 +T Illumina 

6006626 35312-35323 +A Illumina 

6006626 41178-41187 +T Illumina 

6006626 41362 +T 454 + Illumina 
 

Figure 15: Summary of all changes to consensus sequence.  
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Supplemental Figures 
 

High Quality Discrepancies 
Contig Position Analysis Action Source of data 

6006626 299-304 monoA run -A Illumina 
6006626 5344-5355 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 6128-6139 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 7797-7811 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 8921-8930 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 9746-9753 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 10815-10821 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 12118-12124 monoT run +T Illumina 

6006626 14194-95 
non-MNR 

discrepancies NC 454 
6006626 14487 G/A discrepancy NC 454 
6006626 14804-14811 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 15852-15861 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 16213-16220 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 17624-17633 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 17730-17739 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 17892-17900 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 17901-17909 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 18312-18318 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 18321-18330 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 19205-19210 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 19283-19287 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 21117-21126 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 21189-21201 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 21298-21305 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 21370-21376 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 22239-22246 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 32672-32679 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 35312-35323 monoT run +T Illumina 
6006626 37305-37313 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 37394-37399 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 38188-38193 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 41178-41187 monoA run +A Illumina 
6006626 41217-21211 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 41362 missing base +T 454+Illumina 
6006626 41473-31479 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 41739 A/G discrepancy NC 454+Illumina 
6006626 42340 A/G discrepancy NC 454+Illumina 

 
Supplementary Table 1: Table of HQD regions analyzed. NC indicates no change. 
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Low Coverage Regions Analyzed 
Contig Position Analysis Action Source of data 

6006626 4684-4690 monoC run NC Illumina 
6006626 4692-4698 monoC run NC Illumina 
6006626 4841-4845 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 5980-6020 monoA run +AAAA Illumina 
6006626 6078-6082 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 6132-6143 monoA run PF n/a 
6006626 6175-6179 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 7761-7765 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 7801-7810 monoA run PF n/a 
6006626 7842-7847 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 10627-10633 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 10799-10805 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 10819-10825 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 10851-10857 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 14263-14267 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 14291-14295 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 14421-14426 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 14490-14504 monoA run PF n/a 
6006626 14526-14530 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 14555-14559 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 14566-14570 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 14769-14775 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 14808-14815 monoA run PF n/a 
6006626 15637-15642 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 17382-17386 monoG run NC Illumina 
6006626 17403-17410 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 17414-17425 monoT run +TT Illumina 
6006626 17427-17435 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 17630-17639 monoT run PF n/a 
6006626 17725-17729 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 17736-17745 monoA run PF n/a 
6006626 17748-17753 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 17796-17800 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 17844-17848 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 17898-17906 monoA run PF n/a 
6006626 17907-17915 monoT run PF n/a 
6006626 17987-17996 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18008-18014 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18071-18078 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18097-18104 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18207-18213 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18275-18279 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18318-18324 monoA run PF n/a 
6006626 18327-18336 monoT run PF n/a 
6006626 18367-18372 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18391-18395 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18405-18409 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18427-18431 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18481-18485 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18492-18496 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18512-18516 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18533-18538 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18583-1858 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18662-18668 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 18703-18707 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18797-18801 monoA run NC Illumina 

6006626 18842-18846 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18863-18867 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 18917-18921 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 19145-19149 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 19166-19170 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 19211-19216 monoT run PF n/a 
6006626 19255-19259 monoT run NC Illumina+454 
6006626 19266-19272 monoT run +TT 454 
6006626 19308-19312 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 19329-19333 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 19348-19354 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 19373-19378 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 20180-20186 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 21379-21385 monoT run PF n/a 
6006626 21768-21772 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 22110-22114 monoT run +T Illumina+454 
6006626 22116-22120 monoT run NC 454 
6006626 23070-23076 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 23080-23091 monoG run NC 454 
6006626 23104-23109 monoT run NC 454+Illumina 
6006626 23117-23122 monoG run NC Illumina 
6006626 23130-13134 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 23135-23139 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 23159-23164 monoA run NC 454+Illumina 
6006626 23176-23182 monoG run +G Illumina 
6006626 23190-23195 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 23204-23208 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 23243-23247 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 23260-23268 monoG run NC Illumina 
6006626 23275-23280 monoC run NC Illumina 
6006626 30240-30244 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 30294-30298 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 30311-30317 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 30331-30335 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 30553-30557 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 31434-31438 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 31498-31502 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 32057-32061 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 32066-32070 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 32272-32276 monoT run NC Illumina+454 
6006626 32330-32334 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 32338-32345 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 32385-32389 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 32412-32417 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 32429-32433 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 32479-32485 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 34391-34395 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 42405-42409 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 43459-43463 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 43827-43832 monoA run NC Illumina 
6006626 43898-43902 monoT run NC Illumina 
6006626 43979-43984 monoA run NC 454 

 
Supplementary Table 2: Table of MNRs in low coverage regions analyzed. NC indicates no 
change, PF indicates region previously fixed.  
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 Low Consensus Quality Regions 

Contig Position Analysis Action Source of data 
6006626 1273 isolated low consensus quality NC n/a 
6006626 5344 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 6007-6009, 6011 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 6132 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 7801 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 8925 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 12122 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 14199 isolated low consensus quality NC 454 
6006626 14491-14492 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 14808 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 15856 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 17411-17415 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 17630 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 17736 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 17906 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 17915 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 18318 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 18326-18327 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 19211 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 19257-19259 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 19271-19272 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 19292 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 21126 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 21198 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 21379 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 22114 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 23176 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 32683 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 35323 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 41189 isolated low consensus quality PF n/a 
6006626 43447-43449 isolated low consensus quality NC n/a 
 
Supplementary Table 3: Table of low consensus quality regions analyzed. NC indicates no 
change, PF indicates region previously fixed.  


